SOLUTIONS OF COMMUNICATIVE 5A
Nota: las respuestas son orientativas, y ¡cuidado con ellas!, puede haber numerosos errores

Which do you prefer? Why?
1.- Swimming in the sea or swimming in a pool?
I prefer swimming in a pool because that is safer than swimming in the sea. Besides,
to go for a dip I prefer the sea because you are more in contact with nature than in the
pool.
2.- Watching a film in your language or watching a film with subtitles?
I prefer watching a film in my language because I understand it better than watching
a film with subtitles.
3.- Communicating by email or communicating by text message?
I prefer communicating by email because I can send messages longer than text
message.
4.- Doing English homework or doing housework?
I prefer doing English homework because is more entertaining than doing housework.
5.- Eating in a restaurant or eating at home?
I prefer eating in a restaurant because I don't do the washing-up. Besides, eating at
home is cheaper than eating in a restaurant. (Eating at restaurant isn't as cheaper as
eating at home).
6.- Going on holiday in your country or going on holiday abroad?
I prefer going on holiday in my country or to France because I don't like travelling
many kilometers and I don't like flying.
7.- Going clothes shopping alone or going clothes shopping with another person?
I prefer going clothes shopping alone because is faster than shopping with another
person.
8.- Studying during the day or studying at night?
I prefer studying during the day because I be more awake than studying at night.
9.- A holiday with your family or a holiday with friends?
I prefer going a holiday with my friends because is funnier than going a holiday with

my family
10.- Watching a film at the cinema or watching a film at home?
I prefer watching a film at home because you can be more comfortable than at the
cinema.
11.- Watching sport or doing sport?
I prefer doing sport because I don't like watching sport. Really, I don't like this one or
the other one.
12.- Reading an e-book or reading an ordinary book?
I prefer reading an e-book because is more lightweight than an ordinary book.
13.- Buying things in a shop or buying things online?
I prefer buying things online because is faster than buying things in a shop.
14.- Listening to music with headphones or listening to music without headphones?
I prefer listening to music with headphones because is less annoying for others than
listening to music without headphones.

